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stepping into a new leadership role is a great challenge.  
We should know. but it is also an exhilarating, life-changing 
moment – an opportunity to raise our expectations and light 
the fires of creativity and passion within those around us.

Western’s schulich school of Medicine & dentistry is on the 
verge of experiencing that leadership moment. under dean 
carol herbert’s tenure, the school transformed itself from  
an excellent training centre with areas of research excellence 
to a world-class academic health care centre poised to take 
the lead on the national and international stage. 
 With its strong foundation in exceptional, patient-centred 
clinical training and outstanding medical sciences education, 
the school now has a tremendous opportunity to grow its 
research potential on a global scale. our recent recruitment 
of adrian owen – an internationally renowned neuroscientist 
from the university of cambridge – grabbed the attention  
of the scientific community around the world and sent  
a clear signal that Western is ready to make that leap.
 The world’s best research-intensive universities often 
feature a strong medical school at their core. at Western, 
we have one with nearly 130 years of history, yet focused 
on the next century of health care needs. With canada’s 
population aging, the time is ripe for schulich Medicine & 
dentistry to take the lead in both researching long-term 
lifecycle implications for health and providing unique 
training for students on the cumulative impact of lifestyle 
factors for their patients. We will do this by expanding our 
multidisciplinary research programs to focus on the most 
critical health issues, and by enhancing our focus  
on population health and personalized medicine. 

 This goal is achievable based on our central geographic 
location in southwestern ontario – a unique ‘living lab’ 
ideal for clinical and population health research – and the 
strengths of our university and partner institutions.  
but it will also require a significant investment of time,  
talent, resources and infrastructure. 
 We have begun the process of restructuring to sharpen 
our competitive edge and, as a major component of 
Western’s current fundraising campaign, the school will  
be looking to significantly expand its teaching and research 
facilities. you can read more about our ambitious plan  
on page 32. 
 The profiles in this magazine of our accomplished  
alumni, outstanding teachers, inspiring students and 
exceptional research programs are proof of our potential  
to lead. With your support, we are confident in our  
ability to seize the leadership moment in front of us.

aMiT chaKMa (LeFT) becaMe 
WesTeRN’s 10Th PResideNT 

& vice-chaNceLLoR iN  
JuLy 2009. dR. MichaeL 

sTRoNG beGaN his RoLe  
as deaN iN JuLy 2010.

AMit chAKMA
PResideNT & vice-chaNceLLoR  
The uNiveRsiTy oF WesTeRN oNTaRio

dR. MichAeL J. StRong
deaN, schuLich schooL  
oF MediciNe & deNTisTRy
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stress has been commonly linked to increased risk of 
cardiovascular disease including heart attack, but up until  
now there has been no conclusive biological marker to measure 
the impact of chronic stress on cardiovascular health. schulich 
scientists dr. Gideon Koren and stan van uum, Phd, developed 
a method to measure cortisol levels in hair enabling clinicians 
to predict acute events such as a heart attack. 

secretion of the hormone cortisol is increased during times 
of stress and is captured in the hair shaft. “We know that on 
average, hair grows one centimetre a month, and so if we take 

a hair sample six centimetres long, we can determine stress 
levels for six months by measuring the cortisol level in the 
hair,” explains Koren, who holds the ivey chair in Molecular 
Toxicology at schulich Medicine & dentistry.

The pair’s study published in the journal, Stress, collected hair 
samples from 56 male adults suffering heart attacks. a control 
group of 56 male patients hospitalized for reasons other than 
a heart attack, was also asked for hair samples. higher cortisol 
levels corresponding to the previous three months were found  
in the heart attack patients. 

]  schuLich schooL oF MediciNe & deNTisTRy4

hair Proves Link Between  
chronic Stress and heart Attack 
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a university degree represents more than a piece 
of paper, but the degree inscribed on it should 
not limit the scope of your dreams. This was the 
advice of former vice-dean and Professor emeritus 
dr. Jim silcox. silcox was conferred an honorary 
doctor of Laws from Western in June in recognition 
of his contributions as a physician; his nearly three 
decades of clinical practice in the department of 
obstetrics and Gynaecology; and his involvement  
in the creation of the southwestern ontario Medical 
education Network (sWoMeN).

“among academic physicians, it is not rare to 
find a clinical expert, mentor, teacher, administrator, 
innovator, and leader of lifelong learning,” said  
dean carol herbert in presenting the citation for 
dr. silcox. “but it is extremely rare to find a single 
individual who embodies all of these roles of the 
physician so completely as James silcox. at the  
core he is a humble, humane, compassionate man – 
a servant-leader throughout his career.”

Silcox Receives honorary degree



The late alan c. burton, founder of 
the schulich department of Medical 
biophysics – the first department of its 
kind in canada – was inducted into the 
canadian Medical hall of Fame in 2010. 
considered a founding father of modern 
biophysics, burton is appreciated most 
for his ability to crystallize physical 
concepts in medicine and make learning 
relevant, exciting and, most of all, fun. 

burton served 
as President of 
the american 
Physiological 
society (1956), 
biophysical 
society (1966) 
and the canadian 
Physiological 
society (1959). 

he was honoured with the Gairdner 
Foundation international award for 
cardiovascular Research (1961) and 
received two honorary degrees. in 2009, 
schulich named its canada Foundation for 
innovation-funded biophysics laboratory 
the alan c. burton Laboratory for vascular 
Research in his honour.

With the Great hall full of family, friends and colleagues, former 
schulich school of Medicine & dentistry dean carol herbert was 
praised in June 2010 for her contributions not only to the field  
of medicine, but to The university of Western ontario during her 
11 years as dean. 

“While we celebrate carol’s years as dean, it is just one 
chapter of her leadership at Western, as she will return in a 
different role as a scholar and leader,” said Western President 
amit chakma. 

herbert plans to continue teaching and research as a member 
of the departments of Family Medicine and Pathology and the 
new centre for human immunology.

Western’s new biomedical imaging Research centre (biRc) was launched  
in september 2010 with a clear vision: to be the best integrated biomedical 
imaging research program in canada and to rank among the top five in the world.  
it is focused on the discovery and development of innovative imaging techniques  
and instrumentation to improve the understanding, diagnosis, and treatment  
of human diseases, and unites a number of groups from the schulich school  
of Medicine & dentistry, Western engineering, Robarts Research institute and  
Lawson health Research institute.

“biomedical imaging is already recognized as one of the great research  
strengths in London,” says dr. aaron Fenster, biRc director and Robarts scientist. 

“by integrating all of our scientists and resources under the umbrella of biRc,  
we will expand our research, generating advances in medical imaging that will 
change clinical practice.” 

With a core of 39 scientists, 50 associated researchers and 150 graduate 
students, biRc has received external funding worth over $120 million over the  
past six years. The group has 39 patents filed, 15 licensing agreements and  
seven spin-off companies. 

honouring dean herbert

hiGhLiGhTs oF 2010  [ checK-UP

Founding Father of 
Modern Biophysics 
Recognized

5

Western Launches Biomedical 
imaging Research centre 

dR. aMiT chaKMa aT The biRc LauNch
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deaN caRoL heRbeRT (MiddLe) WiTh husbaNd, 
FRed schWaRTz (L) aNd dR. davy cheNG (R)
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in april, schulich Professor emeritus  
dr. calvin stiller received the 2010 canada 
Gairdner Wightman award in recognition 
of his contributions to transplantation 
and diabetes, and as an entrepreneur 
and builder of institutions that enrich 
canadian research, including his role  
as one of the founders of Robarts 
Research institute. The Gairdner awards 
are canada’s only international science 
prizes and are considered one of the 
world’s most prestigious medical research  
awards. The Wightman award recognizes 

a canadian who has demonstrated outstanding leadership in medicine 
and medical science. a week later, stiller was inducted into the canadian 
Medical hall of Fame, again in recognition of his contributions to the field of 
transplantation and as a builder of research institutions across the country. 

double Lifetime honours 
for calvin Stiller

in december 2010, schulich 
Medicine & dentistry received 
$3.37 million from the ontario 
Ministry of Training, colleges 
and universities – part of  
a $20 million investment in 
five ontario medical schools. 
The funding will be used 
to provide more hands-on 
training for medical students 
at simulation centres and  
in community health centres,  
as well as to improve teaching 
skills and recruit more 
community-based instructors. 

“We have to ensure  
our students have access 
to the most up-to-date and 
innovative training,” said 
Minister John Milloy in making 
the announcement. “We are already expanding first-year medical spaces  
to create more opportunities for medical students to train and prepare  
for careers as doctors. Today’s investment is part of our open ontario plan 
to help ensure that, no matter which southern ontario medical school  
a student attends, they will receive an innovative and interactive education.” 

More hands-on training for 
Medical Students

a new no-cost dental program for ontario 
will help ensure that eligible children can 
maintain good oral health. it will also allow 
seven local health units, including the 
Middlesex-London health unit, to divert  
some of those funds to pay for a $500,000 
general anesthetic operating suite for 
paediatrics at the schulich school of  
Medicine & dentistry.

announced in fall 2010, the healthy  
smiles ontario program will ensure that  
kids can have regular visits with a dentist  
or dental hygienist. The program is expected 
to benefit 130,000 children throughout the 
province from low-income families without  
any form of dental coverage.

“This initiative to build an anesthetic 
operating suite at schulich will help children 
by reducing the wait times for treatment. 
it will also reduce the pressure on hospital 
wait times for these procedures, and provide 
valuable training,” says dentistry director  
dr. harinder sandhu.

Schulich to Benefit from 
healthy Smiles ontario

MiNisTeR oF heaLTh aNd LoNG-TeRM caRe,  
deb MaTTheWs, aNNouNces The heaLThy sMiLes 
PRoGRaM WiTh FeLLoW LoNdoN MPP KhaLiL RaMaL 
(L) aNd chRis beNTLey, aTToRNey GeNeRaL aNd 
MiNisTeR oF aboRiGiNaL aFFaiRs (R)

basMa abu zouR aNd soN, FaRes FaRaG aLLa,  
TaLK abouT hoW The heaLThy sMiLes PRoGRaM 
WiLL heLP TheiR FaMiLy

oNTaRio MiNisTeR oF TRaiNiNG,  
coLLeGes aNd uNiveRsiTies, JohN MiLLoy



Medicine and engineering:  
A Path to change
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sTudeNT PRoFiLe  [ edUcAtion

When samir Raza (besc/Md’10) began his studies  
at The university of Western ontario as a National  
scholar in 2003, he planned on using his engineering 

skills in the field of medical research. but his academic interests 
changed, and he soon discovered a desire to pursue a career  
in medicine.

a transfer to the integrated engineering and Medicine degree 
program (besc/Md) in the schulich school of Medicine & 
dentistry made perfect sense. 

“in the combined program, you get a great deal of personal 
attention and support,” says Raza, who is now a first-year 
resident in internal medicine at schulich. “That made the seven-
year whirlwind journey easier, more enjoyable and less stressful.”

as he progressed through the program, Raza’s aspirations 
shifted from using his engineering skills to solve technical 
medical problems, to using his knowledge of engineering and 
medicine to solve global health and development challenges.

The catalyst for that shift was his involvement in Western’s 
chapter of engineers Without borders (eWb). The organization’s 
mission to promote human development in impoverished 
communities energized Raza, and he became president  
of the group during his first year of medical school.

“as eWb president, i really developed as a leader and  
as a public speaker,” says Raza, who helped raise more than 
$40,000 for overseas projects. “and i discovered my passion, 
which is international development.”

Today, he remains highly involved with eWb, both 
at Western and at the national level – currently as  
a coordinator of the organization’s ‘Member Learning 
Program,’ which strives to expand its members’ 
knowledge of international development and 
leadership skills.

during his residency, Raza has also developed  
a keen interest in health systems and policy, as well 
as teaching. he hopes those interests, combined 
with his passion for international development and 
global health, will form the foundation of his career.

“i’m using this year as an exploratory phase to 
learn how i can best contribute in these areas,” says 
Raza. “in doing so, i hope it will equip me to have a 
more meaningful and significant impact in the future.”

in the meantime, he’s simply busy with the day-to-
day life of a resident.“i’m having a great time, and i’m 
really enjoying the program,” he says. “i’m constantly 
learning, and i get to work with fantastic colleagues.”

Raza says there’s no question his studies at 
Western have helped shape him – both personally  
and professionally. “Western had a profound impact 
on my career choice and the individual i have 
become.” The program, he adds, “taught me the 
importance of innovation, effective problem-solving, 
sharing knowledge and giving back to my community.”

2010/11 rappOrt  [ 

The program taught 
me the importance of 
innovation, effective 
problem-solving, sharing 
knowledge and giving 
back to my community.

“

”
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donating one’s body to science has  
been referred to as a final contribution  
to society. 

“there is a great amount of altruism,” says haley 
linklater, lab supervisor in the department of anatomy 
and cell Biology, who is responsible for handling the 
donations to the Body Bequeathal program at the 
schulich school of Medicine & dentistry.

Many people choose body bequeathal as a  
way of giving back to humanity and to increase  
the quality of health for future generations.

“by donating their bodies and training future 
health care professionals, they are educating a  
new group of students – a generation that may  
find cures to diseases,” Linklater says.

Whatever the reason, body bequeathal is an  
act that benefits a large number of students at  
The university of Western ontario, including those in 
medicine, dentistry, physical therapy, occupational 
therapy and kinesiology, who are provided the 
opportunity to learn anatomy through the best 

possible teaching tool – the human cadaver. as a result, students gain  
a unique understanding of the human body and its form and function.

as a way to express their gratitude, students are invited to speak at 
an annual memorial service held for donor families and friends. at one 
service, Jacqui Piggott, a member of schulich Medicine class of 2011, 
delivered this message:

“My donor has taught me about anatomy more eloquently than any 
lecture or text ever could. i have confidence now in my knowledge of the 
human body, and this i owe to my donor. as i move forward in my career  
in medicine i will never forget his sacrifice.”

dr. Peter haase, director of clinical anatomy at schulich, is also  
vocal in his appreciation of donors, and he makes sure to express this  
to families at the service.

“donors do so much for us, so whatever their roles and occupations  
in life, you can now add to that list teacher and mentor,” haase explains.

Many families also find the memorial service to be helpful in the grieving 
process. That was certainly the case for stewart Nutt, whose mother, 
Margaret, was honoured at a service last spring.

“it allowed our family to share this experience with many others,”  
says Nutt, whose mother and father both decided several years ago to 
donate their bodies to science.

Leaving a gift  
of Learning by Todd devLiN (Ma’09)

FoR MoRe iNFoRMaTioN oN The body beQueaThaL PRoGRaM, visiT  
www.uwo.ca/anatomy/res_serv/bequeathal.html
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“They felt a 
responsibility 
to help others in 
any way possible 
when they lived, and 
they felt the body 
bequeathal Program 
at schulich and Western 
would in some small way 
allow their body to be used 
to benefit others after their 
death,” he explains.

Nutt has since decided to 
follow in his parents’ footsteps.

“students at the service talked 
about learning so much from their 

‘teachers’ – the bodies used in their program,” 
he says. “i have been a teacher for many years, 
and i felt this one last lesson could benefit a 
student or students in some lasting way.  
What better legacy could i leave?”

“My donor has taught me about anatomy 
more eloquently than any lecture or text 
ever could. as i move forward in my career 
in medicine i will never forget his sacrifice.”

 JacQui PiGGoTT, cLass oF 2011

2010/11 rappOrt  [ 



it’s been a year and a half since schulich 
dentistry rolled out revised curriculum 
for the doctor of dental surgery program. 

and while there is still work to be done to 
complete the entire plan, the early returns 
suggest the transition has been smooth.

“the feedback has been very positive 
for the most part,” says dr. richard 
Bohay, associate professor and assistant 
director of academic affairs for dentistry, 
who led the curriculum revision. “and the 
recommendations for change have been 
constructive.”

One of the main goals was to provide 
students with more clinical experience.  
in the past, students received the bulk 
of that experience in Years 3 and 4. Now, 
they’re slowly and progressively exposed  
to the clinical environment right from  
Year 1 – working in teams alongside  
senior students.

as a result, second-year students are 
now ready to begin direct patient care 
in areas of diagnosis, prosthodontics, 
periodontics and restorative dentistry.  
that’s precisely what the class of 2013 –  
the first under the new curriculum – is 
doing this academic year.

Jillian Faraci, one of the 56 students in 
that cohort, feels she has benefited from  
the revised dental curriculum.

“i particularly enjoy assisting in the 
clinic and working directly with removable 
prosthodontic patients,” she says. “Because 
we completed many of our didactic courses 
in first year, now we have more time for 
hands-on clinical experience.”

another benefit, Faraci says, is the 
streamlined learning process.

“We learn in modules to better integrate 
and relate information from various courses,” 
she says. “it has been a great experience, 
and i look forward to the next two years.”

by Todd devLiN (Ma’09)

changing course 
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New dental curriculum brings 
earlier clinical experience

because we  
completed many  

of our didactic  
courses in first year,  

now we have  
more time for  

hands-on clinical 
experience.

JiLLiaN FaRaci

heading into those final two years, 
Faraci and her classmates may be more 
prepared than any schulich dentistry  
class before them.

“By third year, students will have the 
skills necessary to begin comprehensive 
diagnosis and treatment planning, as  
well as delivering essentially all of the 
basic treatments provided by dentists,” 
says Bohay.

the curriculum revision process started 
back in 2005 when an intensive review 
was conducted by schulich dentistry 
administration, faculty and students. that 
came on the heels of published reports by 
the american dental education association 
(adea) and the association of canadian 
Faculties of dentistry (acFd), which 
recommended a shift towards competency-
based dental education.

a strategic plan was then developed, 
mapping out the future of the curriculum. 
the revised program began in september 
2009, and the final components of the third 
and fourth years of the program will be in 
place by February 2011.

“While our work is not done,” Bohay 
says, “i am grateful to our faculty, staff and 
our students, past and present, who have 
been so supportive and helpful in this large, 
complex endeavour.”

secoNd-yeaR deNTisTRy sTudeNT JiLLiaN FaRaci (R) 
WoRKs WiTh FouRTh-yeaR sTudeNT aMy ecKeNsWeiLeR 

To TReaT a PaTieNT iN The eNdodoNTic cLiNic

“

”
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there’s no doubt she’s up for the challenge. during her  
doctoral training at Queen’s university she discovered 
metastasis (the spread of cancer to other parts of the body) 
could be blocked by supplying nitric oxide to cancer cells.  
that led to a start-up company, and a treatment for prostate 
cancer now in clinical trials. 

her research during her postdoctoral training at Northwestern 
university in illinois found that exposing tumour cells to human 
embryonic stem cell microenvironments blocks the formation  
of melanoma and breast cancer tumours. those findings have 
been patented and licensed to a u.s. pharmaceutical company. 

postovit is a cell biologist, and while she didn’t set out to  
do cancer research, that’s where her attention is now focused. 
she hopes to develop new therapies by understanding and 
taking advantage of the common characteristics between 
human embryonic stem cells and cancer cells. “Both can live 
forever whereas a normal cell can only divide so many times 
before dying off. cancer cells acquire immortality allowing  
them to form big masses and to spread,” explains 
postovit. “and just as stem cells can differentiate, 
cancer cells will change their behaviour to look like 
other cell types. the analogy i often use is that 
cancer cells are like chameleons; they adapt to 
their surroundings so they can evade therapy 
and become difficult to treat.” 

Born in tecumseh and raised in Whitby, 
Ontario, postovit wanted to return to canada 
after her training, and she knew she wanted 
to teach in a research-intensive medical 
school. she chose Western and schulich 
Medicine & dentistry because she liked 
the infrastructure and saw a lot of 
potential for research collaborations. 

“i think research and education 
are tied together. the better the 
research we do, the better the 
training we can give our graduate 

students. But even at the undergraduate level, we can  
bring the discoveries we’re making in the lab into  
the classroom curriculum.” 

during the cihr award ceremony postovit was called  
“one of the brightest minds in health research today”  
and “a wonderful role model.” Only 33 years old,  
she is already well on her way to having a distinguished  
career in both research and education.

Stopping chameleon 
cancer cells

being named “canada’s Premier young Researcher” for 2010 
by the canadian institutes of health Research (cihR) is a 
great honour, but Lynne-Marie Postovit, Phd, admits feeling 
some pressure. “it makes you want to live up to expectations,” 
says the assistant Professor in the department of anatomy 
and cell biology. 
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by KaThy WaLLis

caNceR  [ ReSeARch
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“  This is the place  
to be for advanced  
neuroscience research”

 adRiaN oWeN, caNada eXceLLeNce ReseaRch chaiR  
iN coGNiTive NeuRoscieNce aNd iMaGiNG
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the Brain...  
the Final Frontier

by LauRie MeRyL buRsch (ba’87)

“i think captain Kirk in star trek was wrong,” says Mel goodale, 
director of Western’s centre for Brain and Mind. “space is not 
the final frontier; the brain is.” 

Neuroscientists at the schulich school of Medicine & 
dentistry and the university of Western Ontario are at the 
forefront in exploring that frontier.

Led by the Faculty of social science and the schulich  
school of Medicine & dentistry, including imaging scientists  
at Robarts Research institute, the centre for brain and Mind 
brings together leading researchers and canada’s most 
advanced imaging technologies. it is recognized as a national 
and international leader in cognitive neuroscience research. 

“The aging population means that we’re faced with almost 
an epidemic of cognitive problems,” says Goodale, canada 
Research chair in visual Neuroscience and a Professor in the 
departments of Psychology and Physiology & Pharmacology. 

“as people grow older, their brains don’t work as well; they 
have problems with memory, with thinking through problems, 
and so on.”

The increased incidence of cognitive deficits has emerged  
as a significant, and growing, social and economic problem.  
an estimated 450,000 canadians over age 65 have alzheimer’s 
disease or related dementia. debilitating diseases such as 
alzheimer’s, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (aLs), dementia  
and Parkinson’s affect millions of canadians and, according  
to the World health organization, diseases of the brain are 
predicted to surpass cancer as the second-leading cause  
of death in canada by 2040.

2010/11 rappOrt  [ 
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Western neuroscientists are 
leading research to understand 
the mechanisms underlying 
brain diseases, and develop 
new and better ways to 
diagnose, treat, and ultimately 
prevent these devastating 
neurological disorders. 

“if we want to develop better 
drugs to help deal with these 
cognitive problems, other kinds 
of therapies and other ways of 
diagnosing problems, then we 
really have to understand how 
these basic processes work in 
the brain,” says Goodale.

Neuroscience is a key  
area where traditional barriers 
between disciplines have 

disappeared; experts from molecular and cell biology, right 
through to physicians treating patients, are coming together  
to solve the mysteries of the brain.

Michael Lehman is the former chair of the department 
of anatomy and cell biology and also served as co-director 
of the Neuroscience interdisciplinary initiative at Western.  

“Neuroscience, as a field, really came from the recognition that 
to solve and tackle the big issues one has to take a multi- and 
inter-disciplinary approach to understanding brain function and 
dysfunction at many different levels of analysis, using different 
expertise and different perspectives,” Lehman says.

Ravi Menon, Robarts associate director and canada Research 
chair in Functional and Molecular imaging, also recognizes the 
importance of those cross-disciplinary relationships. Menon is 
developing technology for functional magnetic resonance imaging 
(fMRi) and learning what it can reveal about brain function.

“our lab works with people in four or five faculties: science, 
social science, schulich Medicine & dentistry, engineering and 
health sciences,” says Menon. “They’re developing new kinds  
of hardware and new kinds of chemistry to make different proteins 
or molecules visible that are currently not, or doing things like 
brain-function mapping, where we work with people in psychology 
and psychiatry.”

Menon describes Robarts’ MRi equipment as among the 
best in the world. The 9.4-tesla magnet is used for pre-clinical 
imaging. The low-field, 3-tesla magnet is used for clinical work in 
neuroscience and psychiatry, as well as cardiology. The 7-tesla 
magnet is unique in canada and is used for developments 
related to new MRi techniques, ultra-high-field MRi hardware 
developments and their applications with patients. This includes 
work on alzheimer’s disease and multiple sclerosis.

Robarts’ powerful magnets helped 
recruit adrian owen, one of the world’s 
foremost neuroscientists from cambridge 
university. he is now Western’s canada 
excellence Research chair (ceRc) in 
cognitive Neuroscience and imaging. 

“This is the place to be for advanced 
neuroscience research,” owen says.  

“The opportunity to work closely with 
world-class colleagues, the best 
equipment available and to have patients 
nearby that my work can help drew me to 
London and will make it easier for me to 
achieve my research objectives – and to 
push the envelope even further.”

owen will study the cognitive 
deficits in patients suffering from 
neurodegenerative diseases, and the 
causes of these diseases, with the goal of 
improving early detection and treatment. 
his work will also improve health care 
delivery for brain-injured patients. his 
areas of study reinforce international 
strengths in cognitive neuroscience 
and imaging at Western and Robarts, 
providing a solid foundation for future 
research with fMRi.

dean Michael strong, a neurologist 
himself, is excited about the tools now 
available for neuroscience research.

“There’s something about being at the 
cutting edge of biology as it is developing, 
strong says, “When i look at the tools that 
we use now in the lab, they weren’t even 
imagined 20 years ago. how many fields 
do you have like that, where things are 
developing so quickly and your tools are 
getting so much better?”

imaging and neuroscience have been 
identified as strategic research strengths  
at Western and Robarts. The work is 
leading to some important discoveries.

strong’s work, for example, has 
identified the abnormal proteins in 
aLs. his lab has taken the proteins and 
recreated the modifications seen in  
the human brain within a cell culture 
model. “so now we can ask, ‘could  
we pharmacologically treat that?’”  
says strong.

a bRaiN scaN 
doNe usiNG The 

3-TesLa MaGNeT aT 
schuLich’s RobaRTs 
ReseaRch iNsTiTuTe
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NeuRoscieNce  [ ReSeARch

one of Goodale’s main projects aims  
to understand the functional organization 
of different visual areas in the human brain 

– and how they work together in adaptive 
behaviour. That work is helping to better 
understand perceptual and visuomotor 
deficits in neurological patients – leading  
to more efficient clinical diagnosis  
and rehabilitation.

in 2008, research led by Rob bartha,  
a scientist at Robarts and the centre for 
brain and Mind, discovered a promising 
biological marker for alzheimer’s 
disease. using the imaging technology at 
Robarts, bartha found clear evidence that 
increases in the size of the brain ventricles 
are directly associated with cognitive 
impairment and alzheimer’s disease.

Western neuroscientists are leading research to understand 
the mechanisms underlying brain diseases, and develop 
new and better ways to diagnose, treat, and ultimately 
prevent these devastating neurological disorders.

in a recent study with congenitally deaf cats, stephen Lomber, 
another scientist at the centre for brain and Mind, discovered a link 
between enhanced vision and reorganization of the part of the brain 
that usually handles hearing, providing insight into the brains of 
deaf people.

Menon, meanwhile, is using novel MRi techniques in multiple 
sclerosis patients to understand how the disease occurs, as well  
as making the earliest possible diagnosis. he also reports that with 
Robarts’ 9.4-tesla magnet, work is being done in the areas of cancer, 
and prion diseases like creutzfeldt-Jakob (mad cow disease).

There is genuine scientific passion in the voices of the 
neuroscientists as they talk about their work. “it’s a huge  
field, trying to understand how the brain works, how it enables  
us to think, and move, and see the world,” says Goodale. 

“Neuroscience is still the final frontier in all respects,”  
says Lehman. “all of us got involved because it’s the most  
exciting of areas. i think we still know relatively little ...and it  
will be very exciting over the next couple of decades to see  
what happens.

2010/11 rappOrt  [ 

ceNTRe FoR  
bRaiN aNd  
MiNd scieNTisTs  
Ravi MeNoN (L) aNd 
MeL GoodaLe (R)
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dr. amit Garg, director of the London Kidney clinical 
Research unit (KcRu), says in the areas of dialysis, 
transplantation and renal work, London has an 

international reputation for outstanding research and care.  
Now the team is building on that foundation with new ideas  
and ways to improve the health of patients with kidney disease.

Garg has been director of the Lawson health Research 
institute-based KcRu since 2004. The unit combines excellent 
knowledge of patient care with expertise in population health, 
health services research, health informatics and clinical research, 
all with a focus to translate its discoveries to provide better care 
for patients in London and worldwide.

“My appointment as director was to take the research to the 
next level. With tremendous support and effort from numerous 
people i think that’s happened – we do things more efficiently, with 
more expertise, ask better questions and obtain better answers.”

Garg is an associate Professor in the division of Nephrology, 
department of Medicine and he is cross-appointed to the 
department of epidemiology & biostatistics. 

in 2010 he was recognized with a university of Western ontario 
Faculty scholar award acknowledging the international impact 
of his work. he also holds a clinician scientist award from the 
canadian institutes of health Research and a Research award of 
excellence from the Premier of ontario. 

“Nephrology has traditionally been dominated by basic 
science research which is very important. My interests were more 
in clinical-based research which is equally important.” Garg says 
by applying a different research model, the team in London is 
making major contributions in their subspecialty, including world-
renowned research in new methods of dialysis, e.coli infections 
and living kidney donation. 

The team is also improving how pertinent medical information 
is searched and retrieved by health care professionals. a study 
led by Garg and published in the British Medical Journal in 
october 2009 showed that applying filters to MedLiNe searches 
could vastly improve physicians’ access to important information 
to guide care. 

“instead of searching the entire MedLiNe database,  
doctors can now perform their search within a set of articles.” 
The filters can be applied to all disciplines, potentially impacting 
all specialties – worldwide.

For all of KcRu’s successes, Garg says the challenges in  
his field are monumental. “some kidney disease patients have  
a worse life expectancy than many types of cancer. so one of our 
challenges over the next decade is to dramatically improve the 
outcomes of those patients and help prevent kidney disease in 
the first place.”

KidNey disease  [ ReSeARch

transforming Kidney care
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April 2010 - In a study that looked at  
a current treatment for diabetics with 
kidney disease, Dr. David spence has 
discovered that diabetics receiving high 
dose vitamin B therapy had significant 
worsening of kidney function and had 
twice as many heart and stroke incidents. 
published in the Journal of the american 
Medical association, this research will 
change treatment practices and help 
improve outcomes for millions living  
with diabetes.

July 2009 - a flavonoid molecule derived 
from citrus fruit has shown tremendous 
promise for preventing weight gain and 
other signs of metabolic syndrome. In a 
study, published in the journal Diabetes, 
Dr. Murray Huff looked at a flavonoid 
called naringenin. The molecule’s insulin-
like properties correct many of the 
metabolic disturbances linked to insulin 
resistance which could have a drastic 
impact in preventing Type 2 diabetes and 
lowering the risk of cardiovascular disease.

December 2009 - When cells experience 
DNa damage, they’ll try to repair it. But if 
that fails, the damaged cells are supposed 
to self-destruct in a process called 
apoptosis. Caroline schild-Poulter, PhD, 
has identified a protein that regulates 
apoptosis, a new discovery which has 
implications for both the diagnosis and 
treatment of cancer. published in the 
journal Molecular Cancer Research, the 
protein could be targeted to re-activate 
apoptosis, thereby killing cancer cells. 
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Welcome to Discovery! as the new Dean of the Schulich School of Medicine &  
Dentistry and Interim Director of Robarts Research Institute, I invite you to read on and 
learn more about the groundbreaking research taking place here. as a scientist at Robarts 
for the past 20 years, I know first-hand about the remarkable work being done in areas 
such as neuroscience, vascular research, imaging and clinical trials. My own research has 
been tremendously strengthened by my association with Robarts, a sentiment that  
I know is shared by a great number of my colleagues.
 The international reputation of Robarts is built on seminal discoveries that  
have fundamentally changed the way in which we think of a number of conditions: 
cardiovascular disease, stroke, and disorders of the nervous system. Our imaging 
researchers are among the world’s leaders while our clinical trials group is conducting 

mEssagE from thE dEan



June 2010 - Working on a new therapy 
designed to limit the damage caused by 
inflammation following spinal cord injury, 
Gregory Dekaban, PhD; arthur brown, 
PhD; Lynne Weaver, PhD; and Paula 
Foster, PhD; have received a grant from 
the United States Department of 
Defense that will move their work closer 
to a clinical trial and help those with a 
spinal injury make significant 
improvements in recovery.

August 2010 - Dr. Robert Hegele is  
the senior Canadian author for a study 
published in Nature, involving 200 
researchers worldwide, which identified 
the genes that control cholesterol. This 
study makes it possible to develop a 
blood test that would directly determine 
whether patients carry the precise genes 
that put them at risk for heart disease, 
allowing them to take precautions while 
they are still healthy.

rEsEarch rEsults

April 2010 - By identifying the connecting 
mechanism in the brain, stephen Ferguson, 
PhD, has discovered the biological link 
between stress, anxiety and depression. 
This high impact research published in the 
journal Nature Neuroscience also reveals a 
small molecule inhibitor developed by 
Ferguson, which may provide a new and 
better way to treat anxiety, depression  
and other related disorders. 
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 Through times of change and growth, Robarts has  
remained focused on bringing outstanding medical research 
faster to clinical trials, to patients and to the world. Together 
with Schulich Medicine & Dentistry and The University of 
Western Ontario, Robarts remains committed to this mission 
and we look ahead to future groundbreaking discoveries.

Sincerely,

Michael J. Strong, MD, FRCPC 
Dean, sCHuLiCH sCHooL oF MeDiCine & DentistRy
inteRiM DiReCtoR, RobaRts ReseaRCH institute

groundbreaking research using novel clinical trials design.  
None of these accomplishments would have been possible 
without the uniquely collaborative environment that is found 
at Robarts. 
 as we move forward, you will hear about the creation of 
citywide centres of excellence, several of which are based at 
Robarts, including the recently announced Biomedical Imaging 
Research Centre. This centre is focused on the development 
of innovative imaging techniques and technology to improve 
the understanding, diagnosis, and treatment of human disease. 
It also has a very clear vision supported by Robarts: to be the 
best integrated biomedical imaging research program in 
Canada and to rank among the top five in the world. 
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3-D tecHnology 
Future oF Heart 
treatments

it’s about tHe size oF a Fist,  
WeiGHs betWeen 250 anD  
350 GRaMs anD beats 72 tiMes  
a Minute. it’s CentRaL to 
ouR FunCtioninG anD it’s 
tHe FoCus oF tHe WoRk oF  
teRRy PeteRs, PhD, anD  
DR. JaMes WHite.

by LauRie MeRyL buRsCH (ba’87)

Dr. James White is a cardiologist at London Health sciences 
Centre and director of Robarts’ Cardiovascular Magnetic 
Resonance imaging (MRi) Clinical Research program.  
White describes the program mandate as providing 
“translational research – opportunities for applying evolving 
imaging technologies and MRi to treat cardiac patients.”  
in september 2010 he published a groundbreaking paper  
in the Journal of the american College of Cardiology: 
Cardiovascular imaging, demonstrating a new 3-D technique  
to improve outcomes for patients requiring pacemakers, 
angioplasty or coronary bypass.
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 Heart 
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 “We’ve known for some time that myocardial 
(heart) scar tissue can be imaged using MRI, but…  
this is the first time we have been able to visualize 
myocardial scar and the heart’s blood vessels at the 
same time,” says White. “We are able to construct  
a three-dimensional model of a person’s heart to 
immediately understand the relationship between the 
heart’s blood vessels and related permanent injury.”

 The images show where the heart arteries and 
veins are, and if there is scarring, so the doctor can 
then avoid that region during procedures. ”We feel 
that this is actually going to change, quite dramatically, 
how we deliver therapies, such as pacemakers for  
the treatment of heart failure,” explains White.
 The technology is also being used to develop 
personalized treatment strategies and therapies  
for those suffering from coronary artery disease, 
minimizing the risk of coronary bypass surgery.
 Cardiologists and surgeons have been relying on 
multiple imaging techniques to provide information 
that must then be mentally synthesized. By delivering 
all of the relevant information in a single 3-D model, 

surgeons will be able to “spin around the heart  
and look at it upside down if they need to” when  
planning the best way to deliver care.
 Terry peters is using a different set of imaging 
tools to try to improve outcomes and recovery time 
for cardiac surgery patients. One of his current goals  
is to create 3-D models that will allow surgeons  
to perform interventions inside a beating heart 

through virtual surgery.
       “We use images of the heart from  
MRI or Computerized Tomography (CT) 
before the operation and combine them 
with inter-operative ultrasound in a virtual 
reality environment to provide a three-
dimensional view that shows the heart,  
and the instruments that we have placed 
inside the heart, along with an ultrasound 
view that gives us the real-time information 
about the actual location of the target,” 

explains peters. 
 “We’re setting the stage for demonstrating  
that some of these techniques can be effective  
and much less invasive than the traditional surgical 
techniques.” It is an important innovation because  
if cardiac patients can receive surgery without having 
their chest cut open, the recovery time is shorter 
with less chance of infection or setback. 
 peters believes this technology will open the  
door to many new surgical procedures in the heart  
and elsewhere. “We’re also working on similar 
techniques to inject anesthetics into facet joints  
in the spine or for epidural anesthesia – during labour, 
for example.”
 Both researchers are excited by the opportunities 
afforded by Robarts and its research community.  
“I think the most exciting thing is that we’ve been 
given the opportunity here to work on one of the 
best pieces of equipment, in one of the best facilities 
in the world,” says White. “and what really is unique 
about this location is that I come to work, and on  
the way through the door, I say ‘hi’ to a number  
of world-leading experts that can translate my ideas 
and my imaging into completely radical and new 
approaches for treating cardiac patients.” 
 Ultimately, like all Robarts scientists, both  
peters and White are striving towards the same  
goal: helping people live healthier, longer lives.

Heart DIsease In canaDa: 

•	Accounts	for	30%	of	All	deAths

•	 Is	the	leAdIng	cAuse	of	hospItAlIzAtIon

•	costs	the	heAlth	system	An	estImAted	 
$22	bIllIon	per	yeAr

Dr. James White anD  
terry Peters, PhD of  
robarts research institute



For Dr. Cecil and Mrs. Linda 
Rorabeck, believing in the 
promise of medical research 
led them to donate $1 million 
to support neuroscience  
and vascular biology research 
at Robarts Research Institute. 
 “We believe in science,  
basic and applied, and we  

both believe in supporting excellence,” says Dr. Rorabeck  
(MD’68, DSc’09 honoris causa). “Robarts is helping redefine 
excellence internationally, and we want to continue to support 
that and make it even stronger.”
 The Rorabecks’ quiet but generous contributions to their 
community through many years of philanthropy, volunteer  
and professional work has helped strengthen many organizations.  
Dr. Rorabeck is one of the world’s leading experts on hip and  
knee replacement surgery, a professor emeritus at The University 
of Western Ontario and former Chair of Orthopaedic Surgery  
at Western and London Health Sciences Centre. a Western 
graduate, he received an honorary degree from his alma mater  
in October 2009 in recognition of the worldwide impact he  
has made in medicine and his dedication to the community.  

Rorabeck has also served as interim CeO and Scientific Director  
at Robarts and is the current Robarts Council Chair. “Having had 
the opportunity to be involved at Robarts I’ve come to really 
appreciate the value of the research done at the institute  
and the possibility of future discoveries.”
 The Rorabeck gift is being combined with another donor’s 
$500,000-bequest to the Schulich School of Medicine & 
Dentistry. The $1.5 million will then be matched by the University 
to create a $3 million endowed chair. The Cecil and Linda 
Rorabeck Chair in Molecular Neuroscience and Vascular Biology 
will support an appointed scientist at the new Robarts Centre  
for Molecular Neuroscience and Vascular Biology, which aims  
to discover and bring new therapies to patients with conditions 
such as alzheimer’s, stroke and heart disease.
 From nerves and arteries in a lab to combating dementia and 
keeping hearts healthy, the support for research at Robarts will 
help bring results to patients faster. Dr. Rorabeck hopes their gift 
will also inspire others. “I have been fortunate to see from the 
inside the extraordinary work and resources it takes to develop 
and bring discoveries to patients. The size of the gift probably 
doesn’t matter – it’s how it’s used. Linda and I have chosen  
to invest in scientists who ultimately will be able to translate  
their discoveries from the lab to the bedside.”
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the blooD floWing in 
our veins anD the 

imPulses travelling to 
anD from our brains 

connect every cell in 
our boDies. anD When 

those connections 
stoP Working, believe  

in research. 

Dr. cecil anD  
mrs. linDa rorabeck

millions of connEctions, 
millions of oPPortunitiEs
by shannon english (bmsc’05)



Scientists at Robarts Research Institute are 
imaging beating hearts and thinking brains, 
working to detect the many diseases associated 
with aging and to provide the right information 

for doctors to deliver the best therapy.  
With your support, research at Robarts  
is turning back the clock, helping us all  
live longer, healthier lives. 

Support this and other world-class research at Robarts by calling 519-931-5276 or visiting www.robarts.ca/donations

   Who says  

    time
 can’t stand still?
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When it comes to health care reform, canada has been 
a country of pilot projects,” says dr. danielle Martin 
(Md’03). “We seem to have difficulty as a nation 

elevating from a level of a pilot project or individual community 
doing something well to implementing that more broadly. that’s  
a real difficulty.” and so, she works to rally her colleagues to 
remedy this and other challenges within canada’s health system. 

Martin’s passion for advocacy drew her to Western for her 
medical degree. “i think Western has a reputation of welcoming 
students who are activists and want to make a difference in the 
way medical education takes place – and the impact medicine 
has on society,” she says. 

Martin is making a difference daily in caring for the 
community of Geraldton in Northwestern ontario, tending to  
her family practice patients at Women’s college hospital in 
Toronto and teaching medical students at the university of 
Toronto. she wants to make sure that quality public health  
care for every canadian is not just theory, but practised. 

as the founding chair of canadian doctors for Medicare, 
Martin and her colleagues promote accessible health care,  
in part, by sharing best practices in hopes that more pilot 
projects take flight across the country – and beyond. 

That’s where canadian doctors for Medicare’s website,  
www.mybettermedicare.ca, comes into play. Launched in  
august 2009, it’s an online resource for the medical community 
to share success stories. and though it’s still in its infancy, Martin 
says it’s a key tool. “Most of the challenges people face in their 
communities have been solved somewhere, but you may not 
know that.”

as canadian doctors for Medicare encourages canadians  
to share best practices across the nation, it has also become  
a resource for american health care providers and policymakers 
interested in learning how canada’s health care system works. 

“There’s definitely interest from american physicians who are 
beleaguered by bureaucracy and who are driven by the fear of 
malpractice suits instead of what they believe is the best clinical 
care.” she says they look to canada because, while the system 
may be imperfect, it does not experience nearly the level of 
difficulty in serving patients. 

ultimately, Martin advocates quality care across the nation 
and beyond. “We have a dual responsibility as doctors to our 
individual patients, but also to the broader community. We can’t 
achieve our underlying goal of better health care without working 
on both of those levels.” 

“

Making  
Medicare 
Matter

“Western has a reputation  
of welcoming students  
who are activists and want 
to make a difference in the 
way medical education 
takes place – and the impact 
medicine has on society.”

 dR. daNieLLe MaRTiN (Md’03)

dR. daNieLLe MaRTiN  [ ALUMni PRoFiLe
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dr. Peter armstrong (Md’72)  
is vice-President and chief Medical officer  

for the internationally renowned shriners hospitals for children.
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Providing Kids with 
World-class care
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an elevator seems like an unlikely place to  
make a life-altering decision about one’s 
career but for Western Medicine alumnus  

dr. peter armstrong (Md’72), that’s what happened 
in his youth. as part of a social group affiliated with 
the YMca in his hometown of Owen sound, Ontario, 
armstrong would spend time at the then-named 
Owen sound general and Marine hospital. “i would 
volunteer every time to run the elevators and was 
determined that i was going to walk the halls of  
that hospital as a doctor.”

Though he never practised medicine in owen 
sound, he has walked the halls of some notable 
medical institutions throughout an impressive career 
that began in London, ontario. 

“There was never any doubt in my mind that i was 
going to go to Western,” he says on the phone from 
his office at the headquarters for shriners hospitals 
for children in Tampa, Florida. 

“i knew Western had an excellent reputation and i 
never regretted my decision. ever.” surgical rotations 
at st. Joseph’s hospital in London turned his attention 
to surgery. 

after graduation, he served three years in Germany 
as part of the canadian armed Forces Medical officers 
Program, and then returned to Toronto in 1976 to 
begin his orthopaedic residency, which included a year 
of research on thromboembolism. his work led him 
to the hospital for sick children in Toronto, where he 
cared for children alongside his mentor, the late  
dr. Robert b. salter. 

in 1991, armstrong’s career took a turn when 
he accepted a job as chief of staff at the shriners 
hospital in salt Lake city. after close to 10 years in 
that position, he was asked to take on his current  
role at the shriners hospitals headquarters in Tampa. 

as vice-President of Medical affairs and chief 
Medical officer, he oversees the 23 chiefs of staff  
at 22 shriners hospitals in united states, canada  
and Mexico. it’s a gratifying role, he says, because  
of the influence the hospitals are having on the care 
of children across North america and beyond. 

The shriners hospitals for children are dedicated 
to improving the lives of children through paediatric 
specialty care, innovative research and outstanding 
teaching programs for medical professionals.  
The hospitals are world-renowned for excellence in 
burn care, cleft-lip and palate treatment, orthopaedics,  
and spinal cord injury rehabilitation. 

“We have really determined the standard of  
care for children who are burned worldwide because 
of all the clinical work and research we’ve done,” he 
explains. “We’re also developing a reputation in spinal 
cord injury rehabilitation because our sacramento 
(california), chicago and Philadelphia hospitals are the 
only shriners hospitals that have specialized treatment 
programs just for children and adolescents.”

shriners hospitals have also cared for countless 
children from outside the united states. Mexico, 
in particular, has relied on the care provided by 
the Galveston, Texas, and sacramento locations. 

Presently, the shriners have set up fellowships at the 
sacramento location to train two Mexican doctors in 
burn care who will work in the shriners hospital in 
Mexico city.

it’s a close relationship that was recently 
honoured by Mexican President Felipe calderon and 
First Lady Margarita zavala. armstrong accepted an 
award thanking the shriners organization for its care 
of Mexican children, including the aid provided after a 
horrific fire at a daycare centre in hermosillo, Mexico.

Through his role, armstrong is making a difference 
globally by managing a large network of hospitals that 
employs some of the best and brightest paediatric 
specialists in the world. “i believe in the mission of 
shriners hospitals for children, which is excellence in 
patient care, research and teaching. Those of us who 
have worked in academic medicine know that those 
three things are inextricably linked.” 

“Through shriners hospitals for children, we impact 
those who come to us for care. and through our 
research and teaching, we impact the lives of children 
around the world who will never come to a shriners 
hospital. That’s what brings me in every morning.”

iN 2009, shRiNeRs 
hosPiTaLs FoR 
chiLdReN caRed 
FoR 123,844 PaTieNTs 
acRoss iTs 22 
hosPiTaLs iN uNiTed 
sTaTes aNd caNada
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dr. helena hamdan (Md’05) is a pioneer:  
she was one of the first medical students  
at schulich Medicine & dentistry to make  

the move to Windsor for training. Now she’s made  
it permanent. 

in 2003, schulich Medicine & dentistry  
expanded clinical training for the third year of 
medical school to the Windsor area. it began with 
just nine students and hamdan was one of the  
first on board. 

she transferred to Western after beginning 
medical school at the university of ottawa.  
her reasons for relocating to Windsor were both 
professional and personal – she had heard good 
things about the new program, and her husband  
was working in detroit at the time. 

Right away she knew she had made the right 
move. “being such a small and new program we 
received more exposure in rounds,” hamdan explains. 

“We had more one-on-one teaching. That’s how it was 
presented to potential students, too, so i decided  
to attend (Windsor clinical training) instead of going 
to a traditional teaching hospital setting.”

That intimate training environment continues.  
in 2008, the training blossomed into the schulich 
school of Medicine & dentistry – Windsor Program, 
with 92 students currently enrolled. in fact, hamdan is 
now teaching Windsor Program students and is proud 
to be part of “changing the way things are done.”

choosing 
Windsor

as for being one of the first graduates to train 
and complete her family medicine residency  
in Windsor, hamdan says she doesn’t think about  
it that way because the program didn’t feel new.  

“even in its infancy, it went very smoothly. i enjoyed 
myself a lot more than my colleagues who stayed 
behind in ottawa.”

after graduation, hamdan chose to set up  
her practice in Windsor. she says that despite  
a reputation for having a dearth of doctors, Windsor 
is “much better than many cities” in how it has 
responded to the need for specialty care. 

The hospitals are working hard to improve the way 
patient care is managed and provided. “The hospitals 
are not set in their ways. if they think they can do 
something better, they give it a try.” The result of this 
flexible attitude has been better care for patients and 
more hands-on experience for medical students. 

That practical experience is a big draw for 
students, says hamdan. and that is good for the  
city and the care provided to its residents. 

The region is already having success recruiting 
and retaining talented doctors because of the 
Windsor Program. “studies show that doctors 
stay in the areas where they train because they’re 
comfortable. They know colleagues, consultants and 
how the hospitals work,” hamdan explains. “Plus,  
if you work in an area long enough, you don’t want 
to leave; it becomes your home.”

one of the first to train 
in Windsor, family doctor 
helena hamdan (Md’05) 
now calls the city home.
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at age 60, dr. Bryan Williams (dds’74) laughs when  
he admits he’s still trying to ‘make something of  
himself.’ though the accomplished paediatric dentist  

and orthodontist held the position of dental director at seattle 
children’s hospital for 16 years, has taught hundreds of 
residents in specialty care and holds two masters degrees,  
the only thing that makes him feel proud is helping children. 

“it makes me feel really good and it’s nice to know you  
can do something for a child others can’t do... i love that 
feeling. it’s very uplifting. it’s my passion.” as a specialist who 
practises both paediatric dentistry and orthodontics, Williams 
treats children with complex medical issues, developmental 
disabilities, cleft lip, cleft palate and craniofacial anomalies.

 These children often have difficult issues with dental 
care, he explains. “it is challenging just managing a child with 
medical needs, the family can’t handle dental care on top of 
it all.” Then there are the practicalities of getting to a dental 
office, including mobility and transportation issues, and finding 
a practitioner and office staff comfortable with treating children 
with special needs. 

hailing from vienna, ontario, a small town near Tillsonburg, 
Williams never imagined where his path to Western would 
take him. after two years in honors science he was accepted 
to the Faculty of dentistry. after graduation, he worked in 
general dentistry in London and taught part-time at the school 
before heading to the prestigious university of Washington for 
specialty training.

“i really thank my lucky stars i went to Western. it set me up 
for my whole career,” says Williams. “The quality of my dental 
education was amazing.” 

he returned to live in Windsor and spent three years as 
acting chair of orthodontics at the university of detroit. over 
the next eight years he built an orthodontic practice where 
he treated many children with special needs. in 1990 he was 
recruited to seattle where he established specialty clinics, 
helped thousands of children, and played a major role in 
educating practitioners in the region and internationally. 

despite considering himself ‘semi-retired,’ Williams still 
works steady hours in two clinics: seattle special care dentistry 
and bellevue Pediatric dentistry & orthodontics. Through 
health volunteers overseas, he has treated patients in india, 
south africa and saudi arabia.

Williams also continues his other lifelong passion: teaching. 
at seattle special care dentistry, he trains dental residents 
in a special care program with swedish Medical center and 
continues to teach orthodontic students in the management 
of children with cleft palate and craniofacial anomalies. “i love 
when a resident picks something up – a procedure or technique 
you have modelled for them – you see that light in their eyes 
when they have figured out how to help someone. i feel even 
better than when i do it myself.”
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A Lifetime 
of helping 
children with 
Special needs 
by KRis duNdas (ba’94, Ma’95)
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 dR. bRyaN WiLLiaMs (dds’74)

“it’s nice to know you can do 
something for a child others  
can’t do... i love that feeling.  
it’s very uplifting. it’s my passion.”
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Sharing 
Smiles day

by Todd devLiN (Ma’09)
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shaRiNG sMiLes day  [ AFteR cLASS

schulich dentistry launched another 
exciting outreach program last year, 
as the school hosted london’s first-

ever ‘sharing smiles day,’ an event aimed 
at removing barriers, raising awareness, 
and educating students and dentists about 
the importance of oral health care for 
persons with special needs. 

close to 250 people – including 
100 students and 100 special needs 
participants – attended the event last april, 
which was a partnership between schulich 
dentistry, community Living London 
and ‘oral health, Total health.’ The day 
included games led by the dental students, 
a luncheon and demonstrations by faculty 
dentists on proper oral care.

“it was pure, natural fun between  
the client and the student, and that’s 
the connection we wanted,” says Jeremy 
Mccallum, a third-year schulich dentistry 
student who co-chairs the London  
chapter of oral health, Total health. 

“initially, (the participants) were a little timid. 
but then when they walked into the room 
where we had games, it was hard not  
to smile.”

Michelle Palmer, executive director 
of community Living London, was also 
extremely pleased with the event.

“it was the perfect combination of fun 
and learning,” she says. “dental students 
learned about providing adapted dental 
care, and the people we support learned 
that the future dentists they met are lots 
of fun and not to be feared.”

dental care is one of the top unmet 
health needs for persons with special 
needs, and research has shown that this 
client population is at an increased risk of 
oral disease. unfortunately, individuals 
with physical and/or intellectual disabilities 
have trouble finding care in their 
communities – in part due to dentists’  
lack of comfort with special needs patients, 
as well as misconceptions about treatment. 

That’s a situation that Mccallum  
and his colleagues hope to change.

“The students got the chance to interact 
with the special needs participants and 
see them as people,” Mccallum says. 

“Now they will be more likely to make  
a commitment to treating (special needs 
patients) when they graduate, increasing 
access to dental care for this population.”

dr. harinder sandhu, director of 
schulich dentistry, takes a great deal  
of pride in the outreach program. “This is 
the most amazing initiative undertaken  
by our dental students,” he says. “schulich 
dentistry trains students to be socially 
responsible, and this is a wonderful 
example of that.”

Mccallum and his team are now 
looking ahead to the second annual 

‘sharing smiles day.’ This year’s event  
will be held on March 27, 2011 from  
10 am-2 pm at The Great hall on  
Western’s campus.
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Building the 
Future of
Schulich

by Todd devLiN (Ma’09)
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it’s an ambitious project, to be sure. But dean Michael strong believes 
the addition of a new state-of-the-art building will help usher in a new 
era for the schulich school of Medicine & dentistry, positioning it as  

a leader in research and education. 
“We want to be one of the top five medical schools in North america, 

and we need the facilities to do that,” strong says. “We have great 
researchers and a fantastic educational program, but to get to that  
next level requires a whole new approach.”

That approach will include a significant construction project to both 
enhance the practical aspects of schulich Medicine & dentistry and also 
attract students, faculty and leading researchers. The design will reflect 
how people want to come together to share ideas, solve problems and 
shape research as it unfolds.

“This fits nicely with everything that (Western) wants to do,”  
strong explains in reference to the strategic goals that are driving the 
university’s major fundraising campaign. “and this is everything we  
need to do to really bring us into the 21st century.”

The building project is the result of a condition and space Requirement 
Review conducted by diamond and schmitt architects in the spring of 2008.

“That identified a need for approximately 200,000 square feet of 
additional space by 2018,” says Kevin inchley, senior Facilities consultant 
at schulich Medicine & dentistry. “Three options were developed and 
reviewed, and we identified one as the preferred option and developed 
various budget models.”

That option includes a new 195, 612-square-foot building on the west 
side of the Medical and dental sciences buildings.

Though a need for space was the driving force, strong sees this project 
as an opportunity to transform the school. he envisions a building that  
is programmatic in nature and allows for interdisciplinary communication 
and collaboration.

“it has to speak to what we actually want to be doing in terms of asking 
health care questions and improving health care delivery,” he says.

he also wants the new building to create a stronger sense of community 
– both within schulich Medicine & dentistry and between the school,  
the city and the region. internally, that means an open-concept design  
with plenty of community space. externally, that means using the building 
as a community health resource and a place for meetings and events.

From an architectural standpoint, he’d like it to evoke a reaction  
and emotion from visitors to the Western campus and serve as a recruiting 
tool. “We want to create an environment and a facility so that when 
students come and look at this, the first thing they say is, “This is where  
i want to go to school.”

“ We have great 
researchers and a 
fantastic educational 
program, but to get 
to that next level 
requires a whole  
new approach.”

 deaN MichaeL sTRoNG

aRTisT’s ReNdeRiNG oF PRoPosed NeW buiLdiNG 
aT WesTeRN FoR schuLich MediciNe & deNTisTRy

FoR MoRe iNFoRMaTioN oN suPPoRTiNG schuLich MediciNe & deNTisTRy’s 
buiLdiNG PRoJecT, coNTacT GiLLiaN sNeddoN, diRecToR oF deveLoPMeNT aT 
GiLLiaN.sNeddoN@schuLich.uWo.ca oR 519-661-2111 eXT. 82247
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pinned at various angles and sometimes overlapping, the cards 
cover a good wall and a half of dr. Faisal rehman’s office, some  
of them from grateful patients but most from students he has 
helped shepherd into successful medical careers. though he 
comes across as upbeat and cheerful, rehman says those cards 
give him a lift when he’s having a bad day.

but bad days are not likely a part of the equation in  
his teaching. Rehman, affectionately known by students as 

“King Faisal,” has won more than 20 teaching awards in the 
seven years he’s been at Western, the most prestigious  
being the university’s 2010 Marilyn Robinson award for 
excellence in Teaching. 

“it’s nice to be recognized. When anyone enjoys what they’re 
doing – like i do – they often get rewarded for it. it’s a great honour.”

but Rehman doesn’t teach for awards. For him, the joy 
comes from his students and passing on his knowledge as 
director of Nephrology at the London health sciences centre. 
he teaches all levels of undergraduate medicine as well as 
residents and is the honorary President of the class of 2011.

Teaching doesn’t just happen in the classroom for Rehman. 
he takes time to get to know students personally and gladly 
meets with them after hours to help. 

Rehman’s talents aren’t just confined to the classroom; 
he’s also a boxer who stepped into the ring during last year’s 
fundraiser for kidney disease research that raised $117,000. 
Rehman took up the sport and trimmed down from 242 pounds 
several years ago to fight in the 165-pound weight class. and 
he speaks about boxing with the same enthusiasm he brings to 
teaching. “i love it.”

Rehman hadn’t planned on teaching when he came to 
Western to study internal medicine, but began to realize how 
much he enjoyed working with people. For him, successful 
teaching is about “minimizing the power structure that exists 
between a teacher and a student.”

Medical students face anxious times learning to become 
doctors, he says, so “you have to be patient and add humour 
into the mix.” Rehman believes the students see him more as a 
colleague who can offer advice. “it’s more of a team atmosphere.”

Greg devet, a fourth-year medical student, says Rehman 
“makes everyone feel comfortable” noting that he “has the 
capacity to take any answer from a student, validate it and 
encourage the student to keep learning.” 

some students have spoken so highly about him that  
it’s helped draw others to Western from across canada.  
Randah dahlan, who came from McMaster for a rotation, 
decided to stay for her fellowship because of Rehman. 

“i think he’s just so talented,” says dahlan. 

Knock-out 
teacher 

dR. FaisaL RehMaN  [ FAcULty PRoFiLe

“King Faisal” has won 
more than 20 teaching 
awards in the seven years 
he’s been at Western, the 
most prestigious being 
the university’s 2010 
Marilyn Robinson award 
for excellence in Teaching.

by MaRK KeaRNey 

The cards tell the story.
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ReseaRch 2009 - 2010  [ By the nUMBeRS

our Research impact
450 

Number of different journals (by title) in which  

schulich scientists published their work, including top-rated  

journals such as the New England Journal of Medicine,  

Nature Medicine and the Canadian Medical Association Journal

23 

canada Research chairs (1/3 of all canada Research chairs at Western)

$140 million
Total amount of research funding for 2009-10

$32 million 
tri-council funding (cihR/NseRc/sshRc*) in 2009-10

350+
Number of faculty with external peer-reviewed research funding  

(from Research Mission 2012)

11
Number of graduate programs in medical sciences

568
Number of graduate students

7
Areas of Research excellence at schulich Medicine & dentistry  

(biomedical imaging; cancer; cardiovascular,  

Respiratory health, and Metabolic diseases;  

infection and immunity; Musculoskeletal health;  

Maternal, Fetal, child and Family health;  

Neuroscience and Mental health)

37
Number of city-wide core research facilities available for use  

by researchers within schulich Medicine & dentistry

* cihR sTaNds FoR caNadiaN iNsTiTuTes oF heaLTh ReseaRch, NseRc sTaNds FoR NaTioNaL scieNce aNd  
eNGiNeeRiNG couNciL oF caNada, sshRc sTaNds FoR sociaL scieNces aNd huMaNiTies ReseaRch couNciL oF caNada
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        Who says  
    it’s impossible to 
  read minds?

Scientists at Schulich Medicine & Dentistry  
are leading the way to finding better 
diagnoses, treatments and cures for diseases 
and conditions such as Alzheimer’s, mental 
illness and stroke. Understanding how the 
brain functions is key. With Canada’s leading 
brain imaging facility, housed within  

Schulich Medicine & Dentistry’s Robarts 
Research Institute, Western neuroscientists  
are working closely together to solve the  
most critical mysteries of the human brain, 
changing the lives of patients in Southwestern 
Ontario and around the world.

office of the dean
schulich school of Medicine & dentistry
The university of Western ontario
London, oN  N6a 5c1

Support this and other world-class research at Schulich Medicine & Dentistry by calling 519-661-2111 ext. 82247


